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Hospitalers of the Holy Ghost embodied a
THE
originated
the heart of
anthropic movement
phil-

that

in

a French layman towards the end of the twelfth century.

It

would be both

interesting

and

instructive to

know more

of the details and the early history of their

foundation.

For to them more than to any other hu-

owe the organization
modern hospital system, a

manitarian factor does the world

and development of the

system that has revolutionized the ways and methods of
attending and alleviating acutely

ill

and

afflicted

hu-

manity.

990 Ricuin, the Bishop of Maguelonne,
gave in fief to one Master Guillem the nascent seigniory
of Montpellier, one of the finest sections of the romantic
and delightful country of Provence.
In the year

—

During the administration of Guillem VI (1121
149), a lineal descendant of the first Lord of Montpellier, there w^as founded in this city-State a School of
Medicine which surpassed even the celebrated UniverAnd in 60 it had grown sufficiently to
sity of Paris.
induce the illustrious Placentius of Bologna to open
within its walls a College of Law. Being Papal territory and a place of rising importance, although not yet
162, convoked
the see of a bishop, Alexander III, in
1

1

I

1

—
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there a council for the purpose of adjusting the case of

the anti-Pope Victor

and

for solving certain problems

occasioned by the Albigensian heresy.
Early in the twelfth century some

members

of the

Guillem family, chronicles do not record which, erected
a hospice for indigent sick and travelers. This guesthouse afforded temporary aid and shelter to many who
sought relief from their maladies and afflictions in the
great medical institution of Montpellier.

science failed them, as
cases, there

was

it

still left

relieved in another

was bound
to them hope

way.

to

And when
in many

do

at least of being
For Montpellier possessed,

moreover, a miraculous shrine dedicated to the Mother
of God under the name Notre Dame des Tables. Among

homage to Mary
Popes Urban 11, Gelase

the celebrated pilgrims that paid
this privileged spot w^ere

Adrian IV, Alexander
Clement IV, Clement V, and Urban V.
Calixtus

To

II,

Innocent

II,

at
II,

III,

the sick and poor that visited Montpellier the

St. William was a great blessing; to the citiwas an inspiration and reminder of the Chrisand humanitarian dispositions of the Guillems.

Hospice of
zens
tian

it

Fame and

prosperity might tempt, but they could

not captivate Lord Guillem VI.

from

office in

49 he withdrew^
Having
he bade goodbye to

In 11

favor of his son Guillem VII.

put in order his temporal affairs,
fame, wealth, and ease, and entered Grand-Selve, a
Cistercian monastery in the Diocese of Toulouse.

died there

some years

later in the

He

odor of sanctity.

Guillem VII, the new Lord of Montpellier, had taken as wife Matilda of Burgoyne. From his last will and
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testament, dated September 29, 1171, we learn that he
had four sons. The oldest, Guillem VIII, inherited the
father's title and estate; the second, Guillem Bourgog-

named for the mother. We shall refer to him
The third son bore the name of Raymond. His

non, was
again.

father intended
to

him

Grand-Selve to pursue

The

w^as to retire

ecclesiastical studies

tify himself until called to

Agde.

He

for the Church.

fourth son w^as

and sanc-

the neighboring See of

fill

named Guy

(Gui, Guido),

the diminutive of Guillaume (William), a term of en-

dearment, given no doubt because he was the young-

To him

est of the children.

the father bequeathed one

hundred ducats.

At this time the Knights Templars w^ere held in great
esteem by the French, but by none more than by the
chivalrous people of Provence. The foremost families
prided themselves in giving a son to this once illustrious
order.

The Guillems

w^ere to

be no exception.

Guy was

He was

to spend

selected to be their representative.
six years

make

with the Templars.

In

due time he was

profession of the w^arrior-monk

by the knights and

after that receive

life

to

as practiced

no further allow-

ances.

However, in the event that one of the other sons
were to die before Guy had completed his course and
taken vows, the ruling lord, as head of the family, was
to recall him and provide for him at the rate of twenty
marcs of silver.
It is the received opinion, though unfortunately it
cannot be substantiated by documentary evidence, that
this fourth son of Guillem VII was no other than Guy
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— BY THE

HOLY GHOST, MARY, TPIE HEAVENLY QUEEN. IS CONSTITUTED OUR LIFE, OUR SWEETNESS AND OUR HOPE.
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of Montpellier, the founder of the Hospitalers of the

Holy Ghost/
Virchow, basing himself on the researches of M.
Germain, does not subscribe to the traditional opinion.^
Nevertheless we prefer it and shall follow it, because
the results of M. Germain's inquiry are all negative and
in

some

cases erroneous.

He

errs, for instance,

when

he assigns the subordination of Montpellier to Rome to
the year
228, during the pontificate of Gregory IX.
1

In reality

it

took place in 1254 under Alexander IV.

Besides, if Guy was not of this family, it is not
easy to account for the generosity of Guillem VIII to
the new foundation, as w^e shall presently see. But we

are anticipating.

Guillem-Bourgognon, the second son, died in
82.
His possessions reverted to the head of the family. If
at this time Guy was with the Templars, he must have
been called home, as his father's Will expressly directed.
Such an event w^ould very likely have been recorded in
the annals of the knights. But no reference to Guy is
found, though they do speak of Guillem VllI, who in
I

1

89 exempted the Order from taxes and imposts. (Cf
"Geistlichen Ritterorden, Prutz, by Delaville le Roulx;
1

1

Vol. VIII, p. 281.)
* Gui
de Montpellier, "Etude historique," par I'Abbe Paulinier;
Montpellier: Boehm et fils, 1870; p. 3. "Le Messager du St. Esprit,"

Lierre, Belffique, September, 1906; pp. 263-266. "Histoire du LangneDom Vaissette, Tom. Ill, p. 546. "Histoire litteraire de la

doc," par

France," Tom. XVI,

p. 599.

' Publications
de la societe archeologique de Montpellier, 1859, No.
27; "De la charite publique et hospitaliere a Montpellier au moyen
age," p. 502 et sq.
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We

significant.

are inclined to be-

he never entered the Templars at all, but following the bent of his dispositions, unconsciously prepared himself for the great task that God had reserved
lieve that

for him.

Being a gentleman of leisure and means, he spent
much of his time in the exercise of the spiritual and corporal works of mercy. To serve the sick more efficiently, he very likely qualified in medicine and surgery.

most of

and labor w^ould be
bestowed on the ancestral Hospice of St. William, which
at this time w^as taxed considerably beyond its capacity.
Several notable miracles wrought at Notre Dame
des Tables in 11 89 drew to Montpellier a multitude of
sick and afflicted, as well as large troops of pilgrims,
many of whom depended almost entirely on public
Naturally,

his attention

charity.

We

can more easily imagine than describe the feelings of the pious and sympathetic nobleman at the sight
of so

much

ating

it

tion,

Various plans of alleviBut w^hatever the solu-

unrelieved misery.

suggested themselves.

two things above

all

w^ere

clearly

imperative,

namely, larger and better equipped quarters and more
methodical care of the sick by persons specially trained
for this task. These two points stood out in bold relief.
The more Guy reflected on them, the more he felt

urged to undertake their realization. He was not blind
to the difficulties that must follow^ such a step. Nevertheless, confiding in Him who to all appearances was
inspiring the work, he decided to undertake it. He enthusiastically set about recruiting fellow-workers. Providence visibly blessed his apostolate.
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Before long artisans and builders were busy at work
in Pyla-Saint-Gely, a picturesque suburb of the city.
And as by degrees their labors took definite shape, there

and spacious, which was des-

rose a building, massive

tined to be a landmark in the history of hospitaler organizations.
It was dedicated to the Holy Ghost, and
must have been opened to the public sometime during

the last decade of the twelfth century.

Followers and co-workers flocked around the foun-

For there was something magnetic about his vensomething fascinating and irresistible. Donations,
Thus we find in
too, were not tardy in forthcoming.
the archives of Montpellier that in 1197 Guillem VIII
waived all claims to and ratified the sale of a garden
and some fields that Marie de Fabregues and Bertrand
de Montlaur donated to Guy, the procurator and founder.

ture,

der of the Hospital of the

Holy Ghost.

In his testament, dated

VIII

left to

November

4,

1

202, Guillem

the leper colony of St. Lazarus 100 sous;

to the ancestral

St. William, 200 sous, and
Holy Ghost, 000 sous.
disciples were all laymen.
"Their

Hospice of

to the Hospital of the

Guy and

his first

1

organization possessed the noble characteristic that

all

members were laymen." (H. C. Burdett, "Hospitals
and Asylums of the World." London, 1893; Vol. Ill,

its

p. 42.)

Before long these pioneer nurses perceived the wis-

dom and

propriety of consecrating themselves and their

enterprise to

God by an

act of religion.

Encouraged by

their spiritual superiors, they at first lived in

as a pious brotherhood.

They

—
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them in a systematic way;
and buried the dead.^

digent sick and cared for

they aided the

afflicted

The new foundation

attracted the attention, not only

of individuals, but of communities as well.
It was an
eminently successful experiment and prospered beyond expectation. The founder had the great satisfac-

and consolation of seeing the tiny seed he had planted grow into a majestic tree, which was developing
powerful branches, laden with fruit and foliage. Homes
similar to that of Montpellier w^ere opened and managed
by him in Barjac, Largentiere, Milhan, Brioude, Troyes,
Marseilles, and even beyond the Alps in the Eternal
tion

City.

That Lotario de Conti, before his elevation to the
Sovereign Pontificate, had visited Montpellier on his
v/ay to Paris, is certain. That he was acquainted with
Guy and his new foundation seems highly probable.
This would explain the great interest he took as In-

nocent

III

in the Hospitalers

and

their various establish-

ments.

On

April 22,

1

1

with a score of other far

election,

months after his
more important and

98, hardly three

pressing matters aw^aiting adjustment, Innocent

III

took

time to address instructions to the Bishop of the Province of

Aix

to the effect:

(a) not to molest

that w^as disposed to aid the Hospitalers
ize

them

(c) to let

Cf.

(b) to author-

and open private cemeteries
from the secular clergy chaplains

to build churches

them

for themselves

'

;

any one

select

and

for their establishments.

Johann Wolfii, "Lectionum Memorabilium
XVI, p. 508.

Centenarii,"
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the following day, April 23, he formally ap-

new

organization under the

title

of

"The

Hospitalers of the Holy Ghost."*
In his continuation of the "Ecclesiastical

Annals of

Baronius," the Dominican Bzovius, referring to this
approbation, says: "In that year (1198) Innocent

among

III.

other deeds worthy of the Sovereign Pontificate,

confirmed the erection of the Hospital of the Holy

Ghost founded by Guido

And

the

Abbe

at Montpellier."^

Paulinier,

who

seemingly had access

which Baronius prepared for his
proposed thirteenth volume, quotes therefrom as follows: "We find several indults accorded to different persons by Innocent III in the first year of his pontificate,
and in particular the one by which he confirmed and
enriched w^ith indulgences and extended to the whole
w^orld the Order Regular of the Hospitalers of the Holy
Ghost, which had recently been founded by Guy of
to the autograph notes

Montpellier."'

The Hospitalers of the Holy Ghost must not be confounded with any of the charitable Brotherhoods that
provided shelter and protection for the pilgrims that
visited the Holy Land.
These were organizations of
w^arrior-monks. But the Hospitalers of the Holy Ghost
were essentially religious nurses of the sick.
The

hospital idea did not, of course, originate with

Guy and

To

care for the sick

—a precept

Cf. "Dictionnaire des Ordres Religieux," Helyot,

*

206 et
•

his disciples.

sq.;

Tom.

"Encycl. Theol.," Migne, Vol. XXI.

"Annalium Ecclesiasticorum," Tom. XIII,

•"Le Messager du

St.

p. 7, div. 7.

Esprit,'" October, 1906; p. 301.
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of charity

is

as old as Christianity, but

it

v/as

by means

of his Order that he reformed the old methods and

made

popular the new, thus laying the foundations of that

which in its fuller development
is a crowning achievement of modern civilization.
The Hospitalers were under the special protection of
Rome they observed a rule composed by their founder,
and were authorized to open branch houses which
shared in the same privileges as the mother hospital.
civic-ethical institution

;

Among

the houses directed

the time of their

first

by the Hospitalers

approbation were the two

at

Roman

Hospitals of Our Lady across the Tiber, and of St.
Agatha at the entrance of the city. These houses were
far from sufficient to meet the needs of so large a com-

munity.
Additional hospital

And

facilities

were sorely needed.

the horrid evil of infanticide then gangrening the

body had

be checked.^ Innocent, with his
characteristic promptness, decided to erect an additional
institution sufficiently ample in scope to satisfy all humanitarian needs that clamored for redress.
He selected for its location the Leonine quarter, a
social

to

which is known as the Borgo Santo-Spirito and
embraces the right bank of the Tiber from the Bridge
of St. Angelo to the south colonnade of St. Peter's. In
the days of old it constituted an English settlement
known as the Schola Saxonum.
In 7 5 Ina, one of the Saxon heptarchs, built a
church for these colonists which they dedicated to the
section

1

'
Helyot, Vol. II, col. 206-207 Lucae, "Holstenii Cod. regularum
observationibus critico-historicis a M. Brockie,"' ilustratus Tom. V, p.
;

499.
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Mother of God.^ He himself made a pilgrimage to
Rome in 718, and in memory of his visit added a hospice to the church.

Later on OfFa, a chief of the Mercians, had other
buildings added and endowed the whole plant. These

damaged by fire in 8 7
and again in 847, and during the war between the
Guelfs and the Ghibellines they were practically demolished. The property which they once occupied, as well
as the endowments, were now at the disposal of the
Sovereign Pontiff. They could be put to no better use
than the erection of the proposed hospital and foundling
pious foundations were badly

1

asylum.

The year

204 brought both sorrow and joy to the
founder of the Hospitalers. It brought sorrow by the
death of his brother and the consequent passing of the
ancestral estate to Peter of Aragon, the son-in-law of
the last of the Guillems, and joy by an invitation from
1

the Pope, his august patron, to

band of

with a

and take charge of the new
Leonine quarter.

in-

took with him six companions. They were truly

seven additional
tion of

Rome

to

his Hospitalers

stitution in the

Guy

come

Rome.

Holy Ghost

gifts of the

On

July

published a Bull, which

1

9,

1

was

to the popula-

204, the Sovereign Pontiff
in reality the

second char-

and constitution of the rapidly developing Order.
Innocent evidently united in this document the riper experience of the founder and such canonical regulations
ter

as his
bility

wisdom judged

best calculated to secure the sta-

and success of the foundation.

*"Ecclesia Sanctae Dei Genitricis Virginis Marine in Sassia.
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The

Bull

pitalers of St.

Montpellier;

ed in

St.

addressed to Guy, Master of the Hos-

is

Mary

it

in Saxia

and of the Holy Ghost

provides as follows:

Mary

of the Saxons; a

A

hospital

community

is

in

erect-

of Hospi-

talers is established; four priests are attached to the in-

must make profession in the Order,
and are subject to the Sovereign Pontiff; the houses of
Rome and Montpellier are united under one government there is to be one master-general for both houses
the members enjoy exemption and can be excommunicated by the Pope only; the Italian province can solicit
alms in Italy, Sicily, England, and Hungary (France
and Germany are left to the French) in localities under interdict only one collection is to be taken up; the
collectors are under the protection of the Holy See;
stitution; they, too,

;

;

interdicts are not to affect funerals of the Hospitalers;

the farms and vineyards o^vned by the Order are exempt

from

tithes;

they are authorized to open oratories and

burial grounds; in matters of the sacraments they are

subject to the Ordinaries; in case of general interdict

they are to conduct divine services privately; that

without ringing
ices are to

bells,

make

is,

and the church doors closed; nov-

a year's novitiate, professed

members

cannot withdraw from the Order without permission

from the master-general, turbulent members can be dismissed on the request of the majority of a chapter;
members are exempt from all ecclesiastical and secular
allegiance; in conclusion. Innocent recommends the

work
•

um

to the paternal solicitude of his successors.®

"Bullarium Diplomatum et Privilegiorum Sanctorum Romanor-

Pontificum."

Taur

Edit.

Tom.

—

III. p.
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189 et

sq.

Fig. 38.

—

By

the

Holy

Sacrifice,

the Divine Spirit rejoices the Church Triumphant,

strengthens the Church Militant, and comforts the Church Suffering.
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was soon changed

We

cannot

fix

the

Neither can we tell why the Hoswere dedicated to the Divine Spirit, especially
at an epoch when devotion to the Blessed Virgin enjoyed phenomenal popularity among the people. It is
true, works of mercy are generally appropriated to the
Holy Paraclete, but in the present case we incline to the

time of this change.

pitalers

conjecture that the favorite devotion of the founder

was a determining factor of this choice.
If we examine his coat-of-arms we find it to consist
of two fields. The one on the right is devoted to the
Hospitalers, and the one on the left to the family of the
Guillems. The right half consists of a white cross of
twelve points in sable. Above it is a dove-emblem of
the Holy Ghost, in a cloud of silver over a foundation of
gold. The left half consists of a disc in gules on white,
the family symbol of the Lords of Montpellier.

The chapel
Divine

Spirit, possibly at the

He watched

cent.

was dedicated to the
suggestion of Pope Inno-

of the new^ hospital

over Santo-Spirito with fatherly love

and missed no opportunity to further its
January 3, 208, he raised its chapel to
the dignity of a station and endowed it with the same
indulgences as the great basilicas of Rome.^" He, more-

and

solicitude

interests.

On

1

over, organized for

known

its

benefit a corps of lay auxiliaries

as the Confraternity of the

Holy Ghost. ^^

In the decree of erection the Pontiff directs that

the

Sunday

after

octave

the

" "Bullarium," Tom.

Ill,

of

Epiphany the holy

Ex. Baluz, Ep. 179.

"Morichini, "Degli Instituti di Publica Carita.
I,

p.

39.

on

—
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,in
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Vol.
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sudarium,

commonly known

ried processionally

from

as Veronica's veil, be car-

St, Peter's to Santo-Spirito, ac-

companied by Cardinals and other dignitaries; that the
Chief Pastor himself pontificate and preach at the hospital that there be a distribution of alms to the 300 inmates and to 000 other poor that each of these receive
three denarii
one for bread, one for meat, and one for
;

—
1

;

wine; in conclusion, he requests his successors to observe the same/^
Great must have been the joy that inundated the
soul of the venerable grandmaster at the sight of such
tokens of appreciation from the Vicar of Christ himself.
Greater and more lasting joy, however, was to be his
before the year had run half its course.
Guy appeared on the stage of life ready-made and

equipped for his special mission.

At

the psychological

moment he starts a nev/ movement in the ethic-social
sphere. He stands by to direct its course until it is well
launched, then, as his appearance w^as

—

serene
as

it

so

is

his departure.

were, against the sky of a

—unheralded and

He appears in silhouette,
new day. He fades from

soon as the dawn bursts into dazzling light.
of his death is that sometime during
seemingly in the spring
the first half of the year 1208
full of good w^orks and merit, he went to his eternal
Innocent III, in a Bull addressreward. For on June
ed to the Hospitalers, refers to Guy's death at Rome as
sight as

All

we know

—

—

1

a recent event."
In

this

communication. Innocent, in compliance

w^ith the request of the Hospitalers
"Epis. Innoc. Ill, Paris, 1682; Tom. II,
" "Bullarium," Tom. Ill, pp. 215-216.
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the head of the organization, and

rector, superior-

its

He

general of the whole Order.

(gt)ost

also

approved the

election of P. de Granerio as master-general.

The

body of Hospitalers consisted exclusively
of men. But about the time of the founder's death a
female branch developed. This departure was in perFor most of
fect keeping with the tastes of the time.
first

the leading types of religious
of both sexes, as

we

life

provided for members

see in the case of the Benedictines,

Carthusians, Dominicans, and Franciscans.

Speaking of the pontificate of Innocent III, Cardinal
Morichini says:" "There was added to the Hospitaler
Brothers of Rome a female branch, also known as the
Nuns of St. Tecla. They observed the same rule as the
Brothers. In the early days of their existence their
But
chief occupation was the care of the foundlings.
they also shared in the nursing of the
accepted usage.

sick,

according to

Later their services were restricted to

and foundlings." It was in this
they were first employed in Santo-Spirito.

the care of orphans

capacity that

They

received the

title

of St. Tecla because their con-

vent was attached to a church w^hich w^as dedicated to
the first Christian female martyr. They were also
known as the Sisters of the Holy Ghost, or simply as
the Hospitalers.

Innocent

III

died June 16, 1216.

He was

succeeded

by Honorius III. The new Pontiff judged the union
between Montpellier and Rome to be detrimental to the
he ordered their separation May 3,
The decree is addressed to Cinthius, the master-

Italian province, so

1217.

1

" "Roma Antica et Moderna," Vol.

—
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repeats and confirms certain obligations and

privileges of the Hospitalers; Santo-Spirito

under the special protection of the Holy See
is

subject to the

Pope

is
;

received

its

master

only.

The severance of the two provinces brought on a
number of controversies. Montpellier felt hurt and asOn March 15, 1229, Gregory IX
serted its seniority.
directed that henceforth the Order was to have a Cardinal-protector that Santo-Spirito was its mother house
that Montpellier depended on Rome, but was allowed
to collect alms in France, Navarre, and Germany. The
Bull was addressed to John, Rector of Santo-Spirito.^^
Matters do not seem to have moved smoothly, for
254 Alexander IV annexed the archhospital to the
in
By this act Montpellier was subordItalian Province.
inated completely to the Roman commander and even
;

1

lost the right to collect alms.

comply with demands
But Rome
that seemed so unjust and harsh to them.
was well justified in its course. Gregory X (1271
276) insisted that they submit and assign their revenues to Santo-Spirito. They complied on June 20,
1291, as we learn from a document of Nicholas IV. As

The French were

loath

to

—

1

a sign of their submission they paid an annual tribute
of three pieces of gold.^®
It

was

natural that in France Guy's

work should

develop with great rapidity and bear fruit of genuine
Means and vocations abounded. Would
excellence.
that it had been likewise blessed with firm steersmen
" "Bullarium," Tom.
" Helyot, Tom.

Ill,

Ill, p. 443.
p. 204.
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This seems to have been the

financiers.

spot of the French province.

In imitation of the mihtary orders, the Hospitalers

followed the system of grouping their manors and other
landed possessions into distinct commanderies. They
frequently appointed laymen over these commanderies,

who, abusing the

trust

committed to them, took ad-

vantage of the position to enrich themselves.
caused untold misery to the religious.

This

Their temporalities were regarded by canon law as
possessions of the Church. As such they were free

from tax and under the protection of the Holy See.
This is why Honorius III, on May 13, 1217, ruled that
these unjust stewards be first admonished, and if they
continued contumacious, be adjudged guilty before God
and denied Holy Communion. ^^

Another

had to contend against
and dependencies as benefices on clerics.
This abuse was
checked in 336 by the Council of Clermont.
evil the Hospitalers

was the tendency

of bestowing their hospitals

1

The administration

of their temporalities continued

For a time it was enbody of lay trustees known as the "Militia"
or "Knights of the Holy Ghost." This experiment was
a failure, too.
Members of this organization would
take over the estates and pay the Order a stipulated sum
vexatious and unsatisfactory.
trusted to a

in return.

Instead of controlling the lay element, the

The knights

seculars soon controlled the Hospitalers.

grew

in

power and

insolence.

element in the Order for
" "Bullarium," Tom. Ill,

They were

many

p. 320.

—
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to
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extend their organization and influence even to other
countries.

459 Pius II found himself forced to intervene.
A radical remedy had to be administered. The knights
were officially suppressed and their doubtfully acquired
possessions turned over to the Order of Our Lady of
In

1

Bethlehem.

To make

assurance doubly sure and prevent

intrusions in the future, Sixtus IV, in

all

lay

1476, decreed

that only professed Hospitalers could be appointed to

any commandery or post of

The name

of Sixtus

IV

trust in the Order.

shall ever shine in the history

of the Hospitalers as one of their foremost patrons.

It

was

his good fortune to realize the dream of Innocent
which w^as to make Santo-Spirito a center where
Christian charity could gather under her wings every
form of human misery and pain.
The original buildings and equipments of the old
archhospital were no longer adequate and suitable to
satisfy the needs and demands of the growing city. Of
III,

this Sixtus

was convinced.
on a larger and
Along the right bank of the

Accordingly, he decided to rebuild

more magnificent
Tiber he

erected

scale.

the

principal

it

building,

a splendid

sample of early Renaissance. Its length was pleasingly
broken in the middle by an imposing octagonal dome.
The interior was enhanced with niches and frescoes,
the latter depicting scepes from the life of Sixtus.
covered gallery was added to the main hall by
which arrangement accommodations were secured for
200 patients. Besides the principal ward, there was a
special lodge for surgical cases, an asylum for the in-

A

1

—
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sane, a nursery for foundlings, a protectory for boys, a

home

an
apartment for the Hospitalers, a residence for the commander and his household of chaplains, surgeons, and
nurses.
There was also a well equipped operating
room, a pharmacy reputed the best in the city, and a
splendid collection of w^orks on medicine, which in
similar institution for girls, a

for the aged,

course of time developed into the celebrated Biblioteca

At times this unique colony on the Tiber
had a population little short of 5000 souls.
Improvements on such a scale necessarily entailed
Lancissiana.

expenses correspondingly great.

To

funds Sixtus decided to interest the

raise the required
laity

by reorganiz-

ing the old Confraternity of the Holy Ghost.

This lay association had declined with the death of
Innocent

Eugene IV (1431

III.

— 1447)

during his

it, but it took the tact
once more in a flourishing

pontificate attempted to revive

and

skill

of Sixtus to place

it

condition.

On March

21,

1477, he opened the Confraternity

register to all the faithful.
Up to this it had been a
men's society only. Now^ both sexes were admitted.
Sixtus himself and the members of the Sacred College
joined it and inscribed their names.
The most illustrious personages of Europe followed their examples.

Nonresidents of

Rome

course of time the
register

was

called,

registered

by proxy.

In

the

Book of the Confraternity, as the
became a remarkable cojlection of

signatures.

Ferdinand Gregorovius, writing to Virchow Nov-

ember 14, 1877, said: "I was delighted to
you explored the archives of Santo-Spirito.

—
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ber having seen the register of the Confraternity, which
is

a remarkable collection of autographs.

It

covers

mainly the period of Sixtus IV. The most illustrious
of Europe had themselves received into the conI had hoped to find the name of Copernicus
fraternity.

men

also but

The

was disappointed."

made by

offerings

to the hospital fund.
ful w^ere requited

the sodalists were consigned
For their temporal alms the faith-

by favors of the

They

spiritual order.

enjoyed privileges similar to those granted during the
great jubilees. The Pope also granted them a plenary
indulgence for the hour of death.

Deceased associates w^ere buried with special honors.
The corpse w^as shrouded in a particular habit,
four torch-bearers and sixteen sodalists attired in funeral camise

was
in

said for

accompanied the body
all

deceased

Mass

to the grave.

members every Monday and

honor of the Holy Ghost, and for the living on

Thursdays.

On

Pentecost the sodality celebration began with

the exposition of the holy sudarium at the Basilica of
St. Peter's.

A

procession

was then formed

the Sovereign Pontiff participated.

drew,

St. Paul,

cession.

On

and

St.

in

which

Relics of St.

An-

Catherine were carried in pro-

reaching Santo-Spirito either the Pope or

one of the Cardinals pontificated and preached.^® In
1513 Leo X, after introducing some modifications,
changed the name of this Confraternity into that of
"Delia Carita."
Cf. "Bullarium,"

Tom. V.

—

pp. 246-290.
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Sixtus IV, like his predecessor, watched over the

On February 11,1 483,
Pio de Ruvere, in which he di-

organic well-being of the order.

he addressed a

letter to

members elect their superior, subject to
Holy See that the orphans be treata paternal way; that the female Hospitalers share

rected that the

the approval of the

ed in

;

immunities and privileges of the Cassinesians of
St. Justina; that the Order have a Cardinal-protector."
About this time the fifteenth century the order
reached its zenith. It conducted approximately a thousand establishments and numbered over 0,000 professin the

—

—

1

ed members,

A

brief survey of the

Hospitalers has

its

mode

of

life

Their

place here.

observed by the

life

was based on

the traditional principles of religious discipline.

Ac-

made the Order follow the rule of St. Augustine. This was about the year
1440. The chaplains formed a community of canonsregular.
The correction of this category was reserved
cording to Le Saumier, Eugene IV

to the Cardinal-proctector.^"

The

lay Brothers

and

Sisters at first observed the

rule of their founder, but later on,

placed by that of

St.

Augustine.

was practically reThe oldest edition of
it

and constitutions extant is that of 564. It
was promulgated by Bernardine Cyrillus. The introduction states that it is conformed to the old rule and
contains the following preamble: "Freely we have
offered ourselves to God the Holy Ghost, to the Blessed
Virgin, and to our masters, the sick (dominis infirmis).
their rules

I

" "Bullarium,"' Tom. V,
-'"Cf.

Chap. XXVI,

p. 289.

Reg-.

Hosp. Sp.

—
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we may be their perpetual servants, having promby oath and solemn vow, by a free act of our will,
no one compelling us (to observe) chastity, poverty,
"^^
obedience, and humble patience.
The two branches formed but one organization and
were governed by the same code of regulations under
one and the same commander. "The rule binds alike
the Brothers and the Sisters, because in a community
of the Holy Ghost it w^ould be unbecoming if the admission and discipline of members differed." (Chap.
XCVII, Reg. Hosp. Sp. Sti.)

that
ised

Spiritual exercises, study, labor, recreation, every-

was regulated. They recited the Roman office.
Members w^ere not permitted to leave their community
unaccompanied or remain away over night. Neither

thing

might they when out, accept anything except water.
Candidates made a year's novitiate in some house of
the Order.^^ An annual chapter was held at Pentecost.
The grandmaster was empowered to visit and direct the
establishments of the Order. But it does not seem that
Tarrugi da Monte
this right w^as habitually exercised.
Pulciano, who w^as commander from 1595
1601, is

—

the only one that visited the houses and kept a record
of the visitations.

The costume

of the Hospitalers in the earlier years

of their organizatian seems to have been an ample habit

without cincture.

It

was supplied with a cowl.

In a

" MigTie, "Diet. Rel.," Vol. II, col. 218.
^ If a Brother or a Sister contracted leprosy, they were not to be
dismissed, but cared for as any other patient. The city of Halle as
early as 1241 had a Holy Ghost Hospital for infectious diseases. It
was likely to a house of this kind that members so afflicted would
be transferred.

—
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600 a Hospitaler

His beard

such a garb.
In his right

1

tijc

is

is

represented in

shaven, but his locks are long.

hand he holds a bunch of

keys.^^

more distinctive uniform was adopted.
The Sisters wore a plain habit tightened by a girdle, the
To the habit was attached the
veil, and the mantle.
v/hite cross of the Order. The professed chaplains continued to wear the ordinary ecclesiastical dress of the
To their soutane and
country in which they lived.
mantle was affixed a patriarchal cross of twelve points
Later on a

—

the distinctive badge of the Order.

canons when

at office

blue-edged cape.

On

ment called an "aumusse."
In Italy the choir dress

In France the

wore with the surplice a small
the left arm they w^ore an ornaIt

represented the maniple.

was nearly the same.

they used a violet mosette.

In Poland

(See Figs. 24, 25, 26, and

27.)

We

have mentioned the badge of the Hospitalers.
and two parallel bars. The
edges were so cut as to form in all twelve points. The sigIt

consisted of an upright

nificance

form of

of

the twelve points

this cross is said to date

of Christianity into Gaul.

is

not known.

from the introduction

The perpendicular

claimed, represents St. Lazarus, and the

ones his

sisters,

The

Martha and Mary."*

bar,

it is

two horizontal

The commanders
w^as made of gold.

wore the same kind of cross, but it
The center was enameled azure and ornamented with
" Cf. Johann Wolfii, "Lectionum Memorabilium;" Centenarii XVI,
p.

740.

"

On

the legend that makes the family of Bethany the apostles of

Marseilles, see Cath. Encyl. Vol. IX, pp. 97-98.

—
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When

a golden dove-emblem.
in

in choir they

wore

violet,

keeping with their rank.
In Italy the

nursing the

nuns were eventually excluded from

sick.

Accordingly, they restricted their

labors to the care of orphans

They

and foundlings.

had establishments in Tivoli, Formelli, Tolentin, ViterAncona, Eugubio, Florence, Ferrara, Alexandria,
and Murcia.^^
At Santo-Spirito the girls were kept, as a rule, until
ready either to marry or to consecrate their lives to God
as Oblates.
In either event the house gave them a
modest dowry. The boys on reaching a certain age
were transferred to a trade school in Viterbo. Those
who made good, after mastering a trade and serving
their time as apprentices, were helped to set up little
bo,

shops of their own.^*^

—

During the pontificate of Innocent X ( 644
655)
the co-existence of male and female Hospitalers in Italy
began to grate on Italian conventionalities. Yielding
to popular bias, Alexander VII (1655
1667) abolished the female branch for Italy. ^^ The French Hospitalers, male and female, toiled side by side, as we see in the
houses of Besangon, Dijou, Montpellier, Poligny, and
Stephansfelden.
In some cases they had distinct es1

1

—

tablishments, as, for instance, at Bar-sur-Aube, in Neuf-

Chateau.
It

The house
was founded

of Neuf-Chateau merits special notice.
in the lifetime of

prosper under the

supervision

"'Migne, "Diet. Relig.," Vol.

""Roma

cit.,

Vol.

I, p.

—

of

his

disciples

II, col. 220.

antica et moderna,"

" Morichini, op.

Guy, and continued

Roma, 1750; Tom.
94.

150
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I,

p. 120.

to
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After that the Sisters continued their work un-

760.

der secular direction, weathering by their tact and de-

votedness even the great Revolution.

They were

less

fortunate during the stormy period

that terminated in the Revolt of
1

842, the people

demanded

whom

1

848.

On March

1

r

they had served so long and so

Deeply pained, but
not daunted, the six survivors withdrew to Rouceux, a
municipality in the Vosges district.
loyally

Ten

years

their retirement.

Bar-sur-Aube,

later

having recovered

from its ultra-democratic fever, recalled the Sisters. In
860 they numbered thirty-two members. They conI

ducted small houses of education for poor girls, mostly
orphans, at Bar-sur-Aube, Rouceux, Busseng, and

We

have been unable to ascertain if this
hardy shoot of a once glorious tree escaped the blows
aimed by modern infidels against Christ and His own.
Poligny.

Poland had several communities. The first was that
221
Twenty-three years later
it was transferred to Cracow.
few houses were likewise started in Spain and in India. England, strange to
say, never possessed a house of the Order.
The Hospitalers of Jerusalem and the Knights Templars were
of Pradnik, founded in

1

.

A

the only representatives of this type of religious record-

But King John donated the esof St. Michael of Wintele to Santo-Spirito.
At
an annual gift of 00 marks was given and later

ed for Great
tate
first

Britian."^

1

the property transferred to the Order.
^*

etc.,

It

was formally

"Monasticon Anglicanum," History of the Abbeys, Hospitals,

in

England and Wales; Sir William Dugdale; eight volumes;

London, 1846.

—
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January

1218."^

3,

Virchow,

on examining old inventories of Santo-Spirito in 1871,
found that, besides the above, other properties in Scof-rath and Wimpin had been donated to the archhospital.
We now come to the house of Germany. Shortly
after the founding of the Hospitalers every large and
small city of Germany had its Holy Ghost Hospital and
Chapel.^'*

Thanks

to the indomitable industry

ing researches of Virchow,

man

we

and the

untir-

know^ more of the Ger-

establishments than w^e do

of

all

the

others

in

These studies are incorporatof essays on public medicine and infec-

Christendom combined.
ed in a series
tious diseases.

^^

Co-eval with the Montpellier foundation, and possibly

even prior to

many

it,

there w^ere

some

hospitals in Ger-

Volz

that w^ere dedicated to the Divine Spirit.

places in this category the Holy Ghost Hospitals of

Freiburg in Breisgau, Pfullendorf, Breisach, and Ueber32
V
Imgen.

He
as

1

1

that

accepts that the Freiburg house existed as early

20.

And

was

it

as regards that of

erected in 1010

Memming,

it is

certain

by Henry, Lord of Kirch-

heim and Weissenhorn.^^
=^

"BuUarium," Tom.

Ill, pp. 335-336.

'"Cf. Burdett, "Hospitals and Asylums of the World," London,
1893; Vol. Ill, p. 512.
" "Gesammelte Abhandlung aus dem Gebiete der offentlichen Medizin und der Seuchenlehre," von Rudolf Virchow; two volumes. Vol.
2; Berlin, 1879.

"Das Spitalwesen und die Spitaler des Grossherzogthums Baden;
Karlsruhe, 1861; p. 10.
'^

Cf

p. 237.

.

Schelhorn, Kleine historische Schriften;

—
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Bremen also may have beThere was attached to it a church

Heiliggeistspital of

longed to

this class.

Holy Ghost.

236 a quarrel arose over it between the cathedral chapter and the Deutschorden,
members of which had taken charge of the hospitals
and claimed a right to the church. The Red Star Crusaders of Inowraclow in
268 directed a church and
hospital of the Holy Ghost, which belonged to the
of the

In

1

'^^

1

Matthiasstift in Breslau.^'
In Germany both branches of the Hospitalers labored in the same establishments. The records (for
1288
1304) of Halberstadt speak of a hospital conducted by converse Brothers and Sisters of the Holy

—

Ghost.''

The Hospital

of Rothenburg,

on the Tauber, had

a master and a mistress (Meisterin) in charge of the
staff.

And

at

Aalborg there was a prior with thirteen

Brothers and a prioress with twenty-three

Sisters.'^

•

83 the Knight Wittebeg gave the Michaelsberg,
near Ulm, to the monastery of Reichenau for hospital purposes.
A body of canons of St. Augustine
organized the w^ork. It developed into the Ulmer Heiliggeistspital.^^ That both branches of the Hospitalers
were represented in this house is clear from the regulations that governed it. In 376 its Brothers were honorIn

1

1

1

ed with the cross of the Hospitalers of

Mount

^ Cf. Schumacher, in Bremisches Jahrbuch, 1865; Vol.
^ Wuttke, Stadtebuch des Landes, Posen, p, 326.

Sinai.

1, p.

184.

Cf. G. A. von Mulverstedt: Was there a monastery in Bukan,
near Madgeburg? p. 23.
" Munster, Kirchengesch. von Daenemark und Norwegen, Vol. II,
p. 656, cited by Hurter, Ch. Hist., Vol. IV, p. 227.
^ Virchow, Archiv. Vol XVIII, p. 296.
""

—
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The Memmingen Hospital was likewise conducted
staff, which was organized in
093 at Vien-

by a mixed

1

Dauphine, but amalgamated later on with the
Holy Ghost. They began their work with a hospice
ne, in

78 this was enlarged into a hospital.
In 1215 Friederich II bestowed on the mother-house of
^^
these religious the right of patronage for Memmingen.
Most of the hospitals not directly founded by the
followers of Guy were converted into Holy Ghost institutions in the course of time.
The Hospital An den
Schwellen at Basel was founded prior to 265, but was
for travelers.

In

1

1

1

not affiliated to the Hospitalers until 1409.'°

Mayence

The

old-

Domkirche.
In
45 Archbishop Heinrich conveyed its management to the canons of Gottshal, in Rheingau. In
236 Archbishop Sifrid transferred it to the Rhine, near
est hospital of
1

w^as erected near the

1

1

At

same time he entrusted its
direction to the Hospitalers of the Holy Ghost. '^ The
Hospital of Elburg, founded in 242, and also that of
Thorn, were dedicated to the Holy Ghost. The Deutsche Orden exercised patronage over both.*"
At the end of the fourteenth century there were over
50 Holy Ghost hospitals in Germany.*^
the Gereonskapelle.

the

1

1

^*
Cf. Joseph Fohr, von Hormayr-Hortenburg, Die goldene Chronik
von Hohen-Schwangen Munich, 1842; p. 56.
'-Virchow, Archiv. 1860; Vol; XVIII, p. 294.
" Schaab, Gesch. Mainz; Vol. II, p. 173.
"Virchow, Archiv., 1861; Vol. XX, p. 460.
;

" We give the list compiled by Virchow. The date indicates the
year of the foundation, or the year in which a preexisting hospital
was converted into a Holy Ghost institution, or the time when such
a house is first mentioned in history:
1207 Zurich
1233 Bern
1228 St. Gallen

—
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During the Reformation many of these houses were
changed into municipal hospitals (Biirgerspitaler).
The Biirgerspitaler of Wiirzberg, Bern, and other cities
were formerly Holy Ghost Hospitals. In some cases
the original name was retained. The Holy Ghost Hospital of Berlin, which until
885 occupied a site on the
Heiligenstrasse, is an example.
Houses were not necessarily laicized by the change of the directorate.
The
I

ecclesiastical authorities of Basel, for instance, directed

the

Holy Ghost Hospital of

to the

secular

that city to be

handed over

Even before the

administration.

six-

teenth century cases are on record where the civil authorities

took part in the management of hospitals enIn
487 the municipality

trusted to the Hospitalers.

1

of Schassburg (Siebenburgen)
1225 Constanz
1257 Villingen
1275 Pfullendorf (Twelfth century)
1297 Freiburg in Br. (1120)
Breisach (twelfth century)
Thirteenth century, Meers-

burg
1322 Pforzheim
1363 Neberlingen
tury)
1386 Radolfzell
1411 Waldshut

and the

1313
1319
1321
1343
1363
1377

officials of

Werben
Gardelegen

New Ruppin
Grausee
Prenzlau

Angermunde
Havelburg

1390 Treuenbriezen
(twelfth

Seehausen
Frankfort a. 0.
Konigsberg i. Neum.

cen-

Muncheberg
Orderberg
1553 Kyritz

1204
1214
1231
1251
1278
1299
1300
1309

Brandenburg
Spandau

1214
1261
1264
1273
1275
1220
1230

Salzwedel
Stendal
Berlin

(1272)?
Perleberg
Pritzwalk
Wittstock
155
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Breslau

Bunzlau
Gorlitz

Brieg
Glatz

Stephansfelden

Oppenheim
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Antonius Orden of Hungary agreed that
of the rector the city council be

after the death

empowered

to

name

the

successor.

The Hospital

of Hermanstadt (Siebenburgen) and

the Councilors of the city clashed during the administration of Pietro Mattei de

Capuciuo (1443

— 1478).

The master-general appealed to the local bishop, who
took up the case in 456. Peace was temporarily re1

Later Matthew^, King of Hungary, also inter-

stored.

vened, taking the side of the city against the rector.

Another case is found in the history of the Holy
Ghost Hospital of Rostock. The canonical rights of
this house were supplemented by additional favors
granted it by the Prince-Bishop Hermann von Schwerin.
The rector of Rostock could invite any clergyman he
1236 Mainz
1272 Speyer
1422 Nieder Ingelheim

1272
1309
1311
1319
1325
1364
1368
1369

Anclam
Barth
Stolp (vor

Treptow

1238
1286
1291
1344
1355

Coblenz (on the Leer)
Coin
Crefeld

1209
1241
1246
1267
1284

Halberstadt
Halle
Guedlinburg
Helmstedt

Treptow

Madgeburg

Wollin

St.

Goar

(?)

Meyen

dem Thor)

Coslin
a. Toll.

Stargard
Gollnow
Schivelbein

Helgard
Colberg

Rugenwalde
Byritz

Damm
a.

R.

Eckermunde

Krakow

Pasewalk
Greifenhagen

Crivitz

1237 Stettin
1256 Stralsund
1262 Greilswald
1269 Demmin

1242 Elbing

Thorn
1263 Sagan

—
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were changed
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which was a

restriction,

local chaplains.

In the course of time a
pitals

tfje

number

of suburban hos-

into retreats for w^ell-to-do, retired

originated the "Pfriindneranstalten."

People of means selected these houses to spend the
evening of life. Vacancies were quickly purchased as
soon as available. Some of the hospitals were converted into lazar houses.

For exact information on the conditions of each
the individual charters and annals must be
studied. The earliest houses of Germany depended on
Montpellier, and with it, when it lost its self-government, they passed under the authority of Santo-Spirito
in Rome.
The Italian commander appointed the local
house,

1240 Ulm
1258 Biberach

1358 Limburg

Rothenburg a. N.
Kirchheim
Mergentheim
1291 Wimpfen and Reutlingen
1322 Markgronnigen
1223
1252
1281
1291
1319
1331
1349

a.

Memmingen
Augsburg
Rothenburg

1218 Hoxter
1280 Dortmund
1290
1296
1302
1320
1343
1451

(1010)
a.

Tauber

Miinchen
Wiirzburg
Niirnberg
Melrichstadt

Steinau (1209)

Glogan
Ober-Benthen
Freistadt

Strehlen

Kohen
Namslau
Luben
1268 Moroclaw
1209 Wien

Weilheim
1355 Aub
1358 Passan
Starubing
Dinkelsbuhl
1451 Eichstadt

(?)

Brizen
Sterzing
1292 Sangerhausen

Eisenach

Naumburg
1278 Frankfort

L.

Fritzlar (Freisslar)

a.

M.

1401 Wittenburg

—
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superiors

and

small annual tribute

A

As

rectors.

record dated
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a token of dependence a

was imposed.
1

207

states that Innocent

III

con-

firmed the foundation of the Hospital of Zurich and

imposed an annual tax of one gulden
Santo-Spirito.**

The same

to

Pontiff in

1

be rendered to

209 confirmed

Holy Ghost Hospital of Halberstadt. It was the
of the Count of Blankenburg. A tax of two silver
marks was imposed.*^ A tribute of one mark was paid
by a Holy Ghost chapel near Vienna.**' The house of
Pforzheim founded September 16, 1323, by the Margrave Rudolf and his wife, was under the direct juristhe

gift

diction of Santo-Spirito.

Tribute was sometimes paid by branch houses to
the parent hospital.

ready alluded

to,

was

The Hospital

of Hermanstadt, al-

subject to the house of Ofen,

1256 Hanover
1300 Gottingen

1299
1361
1363
1370

and

Ribnitz

Gadebusch
Stargard in Mekl.
Plau
Fourteenth century, Sternberg
1555 Neu Brandenburg

Northeim
1236 Bremen
1247 Hamburg
1465 Rendsburg
1334 Lubeck

1577 Robel
1256 Konigsberg

Danzig
Marienburg
1396 Pr. Holland
1510 Riesenburg

1218 Parchim
1250 Wismar
1260 Rostock
1298 Schwerin
Mollen
Oldeslo

1225 Riga
1376 Reval.

Ratzeburg

Schopflin, Historia Zaringo; Badensis V, p. 131.

Epist. Innoc. Ill, p. 164,
Epist. Inn. Ill, p. 219,

lib.

lib.

—

XI, Ep. 69.

XI, Ep. 169.
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under the jurisdiction of Vienna, to which
paid an annual tax of "one mark or four ducats."^'
with

it,

The insane asylum

of Stephansfelden,

it

in Alsace,

was fromerly a Holy Ghost Hospital. The Counts of
Werdlen erected a house for indigents and foundlings
some time prior to 220. At an early date it was entrusted to the Hospitalers.*^ A number of filial houses
depended on Stephansfelden. Among them was Memmingen.*^ Memmingen, in turn, assumed the management of Wimpen about the year 650. An annual tax
of seven pieces of gold was paid for the two houses.^"
1

1

The oldest Holy Ghost Hospital of Germany is that
204.^^
It is mentioned as early as
Brandenburg,
of
Zurich was founded in 1207, Halberstadt and Wien in
1

Lubeck
It would seem
Baden prior to
1209,

and Hamburg in 1247.
there were some in the Duchy of
1234,

in

that

204, but these claims cannot be suffireview covering
ciently substantiated by records.
1

A

the territory now embraced by the German Empire
shows that there were at least fifty Holy Ghost Hos'

pitals in 1291.^^

But to return to France.
teenth century there were,

houses of the Order.

By
it

the end of the four-

is

claimed,

over 400

Their history was never written.

" Fried. Muller, Geschichte der Liebenburgischen Hospitaler bis

zum Jahre
*'
''

1625; Wien, 1858;

p.

27.

Schopflin, Alsatia illustrata, 1761;

T. II, p. 451.

Cf. Schelhorn, Kleine historische Schriften,

237.

="Brockie, Holstenii Cod. Reg. V, p. 502.

" Riedel. Cod. diplom. Vol. VIII, Part
^"

Virchow, op.

cit.

Vol. 2, p. 41.
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1789, p.
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Rohrbacher, for instance, does not even mention

movement, though

great

large volumes.

his history consists of

twelve

Information from other sources

is like-

The Sardinian

wise deplorably scant.

the archives of Santo-Spirito on entering

and destroyed many documents

much

this

valuable information,

that

troops looted

Rome

in

1

870

no doubt contained

bearing on the French

province.

The French

Hospitalers were chiefly disturbed by

the evil of lay intrusion.

Sixtus

IV managed

to check

in 1476.
But then came the Reformation, which in
France took the form of Calvinism.

it

1559 the followers of Calvin had seventy-two
They multiplied with great rapidity.
Within two years they had over 2000 churches. Men
of the greatest prominence, such as Conde, Anthony of
Bourbon, and De Coligny, joined the ranks of the heretics.
Within thirty years France had eight so-called
"Wars of Religion." In the very first of these (March,
In

places of worship.

562) the venerable foundation of Montpellier, the
cradle of the Hospitalers, was mercilessly plundered
1

and destroyed by these polished Huns.
Nearly a century later, in
660, an attempt was
made to rebuild the house. But the work never passed
beyond the first stage. Grass and moss-covered patch1

es of stonemasonry, pathetic traces of

w^ere

all

that

modern

an abortive

effort,

investigators could find.^^

" Cf. Publications de la Societe archeologique de Montpellier, 1859,
No. 27; De la Charite publique et hospitaliere a Montpellier au moyenage, 502, par M. A. Germain; also Guy de Montpellier; etude historique par I'Abbe Paulinier, Montpellier, 1870.
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During the

civil-religious

tije

war

^otp #f)06t
that rent France over

Henry IV, the Order was sorely afflict593, when Henry IV abjured heresy, and peace

the succession of
ed.

In

was

restored, the

their

1

French Hospitalers had
houses and were practically ruined.

Among

by

He seems

nearly

members Anthony Pone

the surviving

tinguished himself

lost

all

dis-

his efforts to restore their lost for^

have been as injudicious as he was
zealous, for his methods of recruiting members and
raising funds deservedly aroused public indignation.
Other spasmodic efforts w^ere made by various individuals, always well intentioned, but unsuccessful in the
end.
On September 4, 1617, Oliver Trau de Tarrada
secured the commandership for France and Navarre.
He displayed great energy and determination. In
1619 Paul V ratified his nomination on condition that
he would make profession in the Order. He was also
encouraged by Gregory XV, and in 1625, aided by
Louis XIII, who induced Urban VIII to give back home
rule and self-government to the French Hospitalers.
tunes.

to

De

Unfortunately for

much
its

Tarrada, he sacrificed too

of the religious character of his society to secure

restoration

and

rehabilitation.

He

revived

the

"Knights of the Holy Ghost" and also countenanced
other irregularities, notably that of receiving members of other religious societies.

On

September 25, 1646, Innocent IX instructed the
vice-legate of Avignon and all bishops of France to
oblige such regulars as had joined the Hospitalers to
return to their

own

Bullarium, Tom.

Orders.^*

XV,

p.

—

65.
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656 M. Desecures was nominated master of
His nomination was contested, but after
some delay Alexander VII approved it, and he entered
on office in 659. He became involved in difficulties
with the government and was finally exiled in 1668.
It was during his administration the Hospitalers atIn

1

Montpellier.

1

tempted to rebuild the archhospital of Pyla-Saint-Gely.
Desecures was banished, but could not be silenced.
He clung to his title and defended it against Campon
and De Bazoche, two rival claimants. De Bazoche had
the support of the Crown.

To

clear the situation a general chapter

was con-

voked for April 27, 1671, but before it was held the
Government nominee departed this life. Clement X
now took matters in hand, and in February, 1672, appointed Du Colombier on the condition of joining the
Order. This appointment nettled the king. Taking advantage of the chaotic state of the Order, he declared
it extinct and assigned its revenues to the military Order

Mount Carmel.
Marie Phoebus was commander

of St. Lazarus and

Francois

Spirito during these events.

Early in

1

of Santo-

673 he appoint-

Du Colombier his vicar for France. The new vicar,
man of uncommon courage and energy, entered the

ed
a

lists

against his royal antagonist and fearlessly attacked

the decree of dissolution.

Finding him a stronger op-

ponent than he expected, the king sent him to the
Bastile for eight years.

Aroused but not frightened by

this

act

of royal

tyranny, the various detached and independent houses

and under the standard of Parnajon,
head canon of the French province, continued to fight
of the Order united

—
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that they

depended on

Crown had no
temporaUties. They

Santo-Spirito and that consequently the
jurisdiction

over them or their

by De la Costa, the
Knights of the Holy Ghost.

were aided
the lay

in their fight

chief of

689 and in 690 the State reiterated its decree
of dissolution and declared null and void whatever the
Hospitalers had done since 1672. Some of the more
In

1

1

resolute heads of hospitals continued to withstand the

execution of the decrees, applying to themselves that
possession

is

They admitted

nine points of the law.

that Montpellier

was

dissolved, but they disclaimed

relationship with that

all

community.

Their defense was resolute.

It

was more,

it

was

They knew the king's weakness for solThey volunteered to raise him a regiment at their

diplomatic.
diers.

own

expense. Louis took the bait and, wonderful to
immediately
saw the case in exactly the light in
say,
which they saw and defended it.

A chapter was
the

convoked

Grand Augustines

for

February

15,

1692, at

in Paris, the chapel of the

Royal

Order of the Saint-Esprit. The
organized. In March, 1693, they were officially recognized, and their temproalities confirmed by a royal deHospitalers were re-

cree.

Thibault de Montmorency,

the

new commander,

and conInfluenced by the Knights of the Holy
stitutions.
Ghost, who had assisted in gaining the victory, Montmorency gave the restored Order a distinctively military
character.
The Hospitalers of the Holy Ghost nov/
perfected the organization and recast

—
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"Knights Servants,"
An unholy traffic in
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Knights,"

"First Officers of the

Honor," "Knights of Obedience,"
and "Knights Minor Officers,"
brevets ensued.
Diplomas were
sold at fixed prices.
It cost 400 fr.
to be a Knight
Minor Officer or a Knight of Obedience or a Knight
Servant. To be a Knight of Honor cost three times as
much.

A
ers,

reaction

who had

was bound

The

to come.

old Hospital-

taken the vows of religion, protested

They denounced the layand innovators and demanded that a

against these innovations.

men

as intruders

committee be appointed to investigate matters.
request

was

granted.

On May

1

0,

1

700, the committee

reported in favor of the religious.

ordered

De Montmorency

rescinded

Whereupon Louis

to return his

transactions.

all his official

Their

commission and

The commander

obeyed, and soon after, possibly as a result of the
shock, departed this

life.

But not so the host of

tinsel

They contested the latest decree and actually
induced the monarch to reopen the case.
On January
70
Louis named a committee of
knights.

1

eight to

examine

,

if

1

1 ,

the Hospitalers w^ere religious in the

ordinary sense or not. The most distinguished of this
committee were Pere la Chaise, Bossuet, and Cardinal
de Noailles.
They were very slow in their deliberations. In
707 Paul Sigismond, member of the Montmorency
family, was authorized to engage a number of doctors
It
of civil and canon law to study the same question.
was understood that he ambitioned the commandership.
1

—
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His lawyers gave as their opinion that since the Order

was a mixed body,
it

consisting of

laymen and

religious,

by a lay
provoked no

could, like the military orders, be governed

commander.

Such was

their verdict.

It

On

opposition on the part of the Hospitalers.

the con-

for reasons unsurmisable, they supported the
candidacy of Montmorency. Their ranks were hence-

trary,

forth to be open to laymen, who would belong to the
Order on the score of obedience and hospitality and at-

tend to the temporalities. The canons and religious
were to continue the specific work of the society. The
Flospitalers proper were to select from their numbers
a grand prior, who was to have special jurisdiction over
the professed and assist the lay commander in the general government of the society.
They were confident
of approval.

XIV

But, contrary to their expectations, Louis

enforced the decision of

ground that they were religious
ended the controversy.

May

1

0,

I

700, on the

in the strict sense. This

After the death of Louis XIV, as

all

students of his-

tory know, the star of French prestige
rapidity.

Religion

felt

the change.

ness displaced the spirit of faith.
self in

ligious

waned with
The spirit of

great

dark-

Nature asserted her-

her worst moods. Vocations diminished.
apathy paralyzed the masses.

Re-

So impoverished were the Hospitalers in consequence, both as to numbers and to resources, that in
760 the male branch became extinct and their establishments fell under secular control. During the great
1

Revolution even the names, the last vestiges of the Hospitaler Order, were, with a few exceptions, obliterated.

—
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Fortune was kinder to the

Italian Hospitalers.

Un-

der the fostering care of the Sovereign Pontiffs they

prospered and continued to flourish.

Paul

III,

in

1

540,

Roman archhospital the handsome Church
Holy Ghost. It is a sample of Renaissance archiIt
tecture and was designed by Antonio da Sangallo.
contains a bronze baldachin, which is ascribed to Palladio.
The fagade, with its dove-emblem of the Holy
Ghost over the entrance, the work of Mascherino, was
built in
587 by order of Sixtus V. The paintings and
decorations of the interior were executed by Jacques
Zucca, Live Agresti, Marcel Venusti, and Paris Nogari.
added to the
of the

1

The
was

brick campanile, with

virile

its

erected under Sixtus IV.

It is

corner pilasters,

one of the noblest

towers of early Renaissance.

These improvements and a notable diminution of
alms during the pontificate of Julius III (1550
1555)
put the finances of the Order into alarming conditions.
The preceptor was replaced by a committee designed to

—

relieve the situation.

On

June

13,

The new method

1556, Paul

ceptor and appointed to
priest of great

it

V

did not succeed.

restored the office of pre-

Francis Cappellus, a Veronese

energy and business capacity.

In Session XXI (chap. 8) the Council of Trent
abolished the office of alms collector and forbade any

one but the Ordinaries to publish and apply to the

faith-

This regulation, whilst remedying certain serious abuses then rampant, incidentally reduced the income of many eleemosynary institu-

ful indulgences in the future.

tions.

For their agents and collectors could no longer

distribute spiritual favors in return for temporal alms.

The

Hospitalers were greatly affected by this regulation,

—
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—

THE IMMACUUVfE CONCEPTION,
JMiniatui-e

from an old hymnal

[167]

of

the

a Masterpiece of the

Cathedral

of

Sienna.

Holy Ghost.

,
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had up to

for their representatives

this

enjoyed special

faculties."'

To
1

help the Hospitalers, Pius IV, on October

1

1

564, revived such of their privileges as did not con-

with the Tridentine regulations.

flict

Two members

any given chapter could collect alms. But they
fee.
The same Pope also reformed the
business methods of Santo-Spirito and made new reguof

could receive no
lations for

of exemption and
local

made

ecclesiastical

number

of

He

notaries.

its

also canceled the privilege

the hospitals dependent on the

authorities.

inmates and their
was often a party

its

Santo-Spirito

On

account

of

the

diversified conditions

to legal

transactions

and proceedings. To safeguard the interests of the institution and remove certain otherwise unavoidable inconveniences, Clement VIII, on February 10, 1605, exempted it from all civil jurisdiction and directed that
all

future cases be tried before the Papal Vicar or his

delegate.
Difficulties arose out of this new arrangement. These
were covered by supplementary regulations put into
The same Pontiff,
effect on July 3, 1606, by Paul V.
on December 13, 1605, directed Octavius Tassanus to
open a savings bank for the benefit of the poor in con-

nection w^ith the hospital.

The

charter of this bank, a

document of translucent

simplicity, provides for the safety of the deposits, au-

thorizes certain investments, requires

200

scuti to

be

" Wolfiud di Tabernis, a chronicler of the sixteenth century,
records for 1435 that certain Knights of the Holy Ghost were located
at Groning, in Wiirttenburg; that they wore the Hospitaler cross;
that they had faculties to absolve from all cases.

—
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always available, forbids credit drafts on depositors, exacts -weekly and annual statements.

The keys

of

were three

safe

its

in

number and held

by the preceptor, the superintendent and the treasurer.
The money chest could be opened only in the presence
of these three
financially
in

1

officials.^*'

This enterprise w^as a success

The income

and otherwise.

624 was over

1

golden

00,000

of the hospital

crowns

(about

$180,000).

During the eighteenth century the Hospitalers continued the even tenor of their good work. The marvelous apostolate of St. John Baptist de Rossi ( 698
764) at Santo-Spirito during this time deserves notice.
1

1

De Rossi was idolized by the colony on the Tiber.
He was all but w^orshiped by its consumptives. He had
his own key for their department so that he could
enter at will. He spent so much time there that for a
w^hile

had contracted the disease
But God spared him.

w^as feared that he

it

himself.

One day

making the usual rounds of the sick,
he started back home. He had advanced about 200 steps,
after

just as far as the Bridge Saint- Angelo,

wardly moved to return to the hospital.

when he

felt in-

He obeyed

the

impulse.

On
man on

reaching the door he met
a stretcher.

of consumption.

De

The

patient

some men carrying a
was in the last stage
on him, said
With confusion
The saint then took

Rossi, fixing his eyes

solemnly, "Brother, are you ready?"
the

man answered that

him

in tow, helped

him

he w^as not.
to

make

his confession

" Bullarium, Tom. XI, pp. 251-255.
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A few days later the man died

sacraments.

with signs of true compunction and resignation.
On another occasion, having visited St. Peter's,
Rossi started for La Trinite des Pelerins, which

He

far side of the Tiber.

Santo-Spirito,

which

is

is

De

on the

did not intend to stop at

quite close to the south colon-

nade of the piazza, and accordingly started

in the op-

posite direction.

Strange to say, after having walked for some time,
he found himself in the pharmacy of the hospital. On
awakening to the reality of his surroundings, he noticed
a patient

who was

the saint that the

tioned

him and

evidently very

man needed

in the

low^.

Something

his services.

He

told

ques-

end found out that the wretched

fellow had received the last sacraments eleven times, but

every time unworthily, because of a deliberately concealed sin which he

was ashamed

usual sweetness and tact,

De

to confess.

With

his

Rossi straightened out the

man's tangled condition and moved him to sorrow for
the past. An hour later the fellow was dead.^^

More remakable
time

De

still is

the following episode.

This

Rossi started out with the intention of visiting

House of the Incurables. It was located
Rome. To his astonishment he found himself
the

in old
in the

Leonine quarter in front of Santo-Spirito. He did not
enter, but once more started for the Incurables.
He
walked briskly in the proper direction, as he thought,
but lo and behold! he finds himself in the plaza of St.
Peter's.
This alarmed him. Was he losing his mind,
or

what was the matter?
"Vie de

St.

He

entered the basilica for a

Jean-Baptist de Rossi, Rome, 1901, pp. 197-199.

—
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and then, with his intention well renewed,
he started once more for the Hospital of the Incurables.
After proceeding for some distance, during which
he pondered on this inexplicable incident, he discovered
to his utmost surprise that he was approaching the main
short

visit,

entrance of Santo-Spirito.

No wonder

he was dazed. By degrees he mastered
his feelings and paused to reflect. As he did so, a groan
issuing from the vestibule brought

On

him

toTiis full senses.

approaching he saw a youth with several ugly gash-

es in his head.

He was

dragged him to the hospital and

De

Rossi

summoned

left

him

there.

help and remained with the

low^ until consciousness returned.

poorly acknowledged.

To all apSome one had

bleeding profusely.

pearances he w^as the victim of a brawl.

As soon

His attentions were

as the

man

condition, he burst into a tempest of curses
tives against

heaven and

earth.

fel-

De

realized his

and invec-

Rossi prayed and

down and grew
more rational. Forgive the scoundrel that had tried to
kill him?
"No, never!" De Rossi was not disconcerted
by this reply. He had a special facility to soften obstinate characters.
To make the story short, the man
waited until the infuriated Italian cooled

eventually did forgive his enemy, received the sacra-

ments and died soon after, saved by the mercy of God
and the tact of the saintly De Rossi. ^^
The miracles of grace wrought by the Divine Spirit
on souls during their sojourn with the Hospitalers would
cover

many

sides St.

volumes.

Two

other canonized saints, be-

John Baptist de Rossi, were intimately con-

nected with Santo-Spirito.
''Op.

cit.

pp. 199-200.
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CRYPT OF LUCINE, CATACOMB OF
the

Oldest

Symbolic Representation

[171]

of

ST.
the

CAUUSTUS,
Holy Ghost.
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was cheerfulness personified. He was
a perfect charmer. Sometimes he w^ould playfully put
his old biretta on a patient and then laugh until every
one within hearing distance would shake with mirth.
When he sang, the sick forgot their pains and smiled

One

of these

with happiness. He had a way of giving people a little
slap on the cheek that almost put them into ecstasy.
When he spoke of the good God, he fairly trembled with

He had

lump on his left side. The
knowing ones whispered that it came to him in the
emotion.

a peculiar

Catacombs while keeping vigil for Pentecost. A globe
of fire had embodied itself in his side and pressed out
several ribs. Yes, he was a jovial saint, this warmhearted Padre Filipo del Neri.

One Sunday morning

Cesare Baronius, the great an-

Philip
nalist, came to St. Philip to go to confession.
would not hear him, but sent him to Santo-Spirito to

Baronius remonstrated, but in vain.
go. As he walked through one of the
wards he found a man dying who had not had a chance
Baronius heard
to receive the sacrament of penance.
visit

the sick.

Philip

made him

The man

and gave him Communion.
^°
died immedately after.
his confession

St. Philip

by another

was frequently accompanied

priest,

a

man

in his visits

of soldierly bearing.

He was

not quite as demonstrative as Philip, but he could read
His knowledge was
the hearts of men like a book.

more than

Some

speculative.

of the old chaps smiled

Their surmises were not
altogether unfounded, for Camillus de Lellis before his

and gave an insinuating wink.

The Life of

St. Philip Neri, edited

—
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by Autrobus, Vol.

II, p. 3.

^olp #!)ost

(glories of tbe

conversion had trod for a time the primrose path.
Camillus,

known

it

be remembered,

will

as the Fathers of a

Happy

St.

founded a society
Death.

Like their

founder, they were greatly devoted to the sick at SantoSpirito

and spent much of

time with them.

their

During the pontificate of Leo XII (1823

— 1829)

a

school of medicine v/as opened in connection with the

An

archhospital.
Spirito

from 1831
nursed.
1

idea

work done

of the

may be formed w^hen we

— 1840

Of

at

Santo-

recall, for instance, that

134,916 patients were received and

number 123,461 w^ere discharged and
The average mortality a year was 8.27
During the same decade the orphan and

this

1,455 died.

per hundred.

foundling department housed 3 ,000 children.
1

Unrest and disaffection seized on the Italians of the
Pontifical States during the early decades of the nine-

In Italy, as nearly a century before in

teenth century.

France, the hospitals

now

the Hospitalers dwindled

Monsignor Antoine

Dom
had

fell

under secular control and

down

to a corporal's guard.

Cioja, their last master general,

Pierre Ziochini, his vicar, realized that their

set.

Nobody was

IX, on July

surprised, therefore,

when

and
sun
Pius

1847, pronounced the dissolution of the

1,

Order.^°

The

Hospitalers had directed Santo-Spirito for 643

Their grandmasters, beginning with Alexander
Neroni in 1515, w^ere generally Italian prelates. History
has preserved the names of seventy of these.
Peter
years.

Barbo, the nephew of Eugene IV, w^as the most
'^

dis-

Morichini, Degli instituti di Carita per la sussistenza et I'educa-

zione dei poveri, in

Roma;

p.

—

111.
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^i)e l^ogpitalcrsf of

As Paul

tinguished of these.

Church from 1464

?^olp

tfjc

II,

(J5!)0£it

he

later

ruled

the

to 1471.

During the Papal government Santo-Spirito was
open to all without discrimination. It w^as Catholic in
its sympathies, like the Church that had given it existTwelve canons cared for the spiritual needs of
ence.
the inmates.

Once a month

additional priests, mostly

religious, assisted in hearing confessions.

An

atmos-

phere of piety and Christian resignation pervaded the
institution.

Pictures of a religious and cheerful charac-

adorned the walls. Prayers were said at fixed periwhich the "seigniors malades," as the sick w^ere
styled, were urged to join.
ter

ods, in

Every department had
cular

ward was named

its

patron saint.

for St. Hyacinth.

The
Its

tuber-

inmates

observed his feast by special services and a modest
banquet. On such occasions w^ould be brought into requisition gifts sent

There was
Sundays, flowers,

music thrice a

dren.

On

by the Holy Father
fruits,

and

to his sick chil-

week during

dainties

meals.

were brought

by callers that represented various benevolent associaThe dead were laid to rest on the neighboring
tions.
Delegates of the Bona Mors
hill of the Janiculum.
fraternity

accompanied the body to the tomb to give

it

honorable burial.

With the change of government in 1870 came a
change of executive policy for Santo-Spirito. Its reIt is now conducted on
ligious character disappeared.
a purely secular basis. It is no longer a branch of the
mighty

tree that

gave

it

charity no longer flows

—

being.

The sap

in its limbs
173
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and

of Christian
sanctifies its

#lorie£( of

ministrations.

tftc

l^olp

(^ijosit

A staff of mercenaries replaces the com-

munity of devoted Hospitalers.
They are no more, the Hospitalers of the Holy
they have gone the way of all flesh. By the
Ghost,

—

—

Tiber, at the foot of the Vatican Hill, stands their
tilated

monument.

*^^

It,

too, in the course of time

mu-

must

disappear.
Let it not be so with their memory. Let
civilization remember the debt of gratitude it owes these

generous pioneers of the great hospital movement.
was the heavier task; they laid the foundations

Theirs
of the

new system

of aiding the sick

and the

Let them share in the credit and glory of

its

afflicted.

success.

0^
^0

"

the

Part of the building was lately demolished to make room for

new

Victor

Emmanuel

Boulevard.

—
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Ftc.

49.

—

Holy Ghost.

The Dove
It

is

on a level with the

-^ ^^
Fig. 50.

—

On

a

in the upper left corner is tlie earliest representation of the
flying Dove.
The head, which is turned towards the right, is

tips of the

wings.

This image

is

over eighteen hundred years old.

<!^^tZ^^

°^'

AND

SS. VALERIUS
the palm tree to the

CECILIA, MARTYRS,
left,

the

[175]
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a Fourth Century Mosaic.
of Fortitude.

Holy Ghost, Giver

